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19 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 90 cm

Price 261.30 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 616

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
 Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip.

The kit includes

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-
version-1120-p-605.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

- Waterproof LED strip 4 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/zasilacz-modulowy-do-led-12vdc-150w-rs-150-12-sy-p-145.html

Lighting of the stairs led strips begins to be equally popular, as highlighted suspended ceilings. At the time of home design,
building stairs, or repair, you should Consider Whether the budget will not be fit LED lighting as well as a special area for
Which there are stairs. The more That our solutions will be used for years to help save money on energy bills, Prevent
stumbling on the steps - one word - they turn.

They Entered an era where a staircase can get out of the night hiding. No need to carry a flashlight, or keep an eye on
Whether Those embedded in the cell sometimes no batteries needed to land us for other operations. Our kit for easy
installation make the stairs in the house or in the garden will be functionally illuminated. We offer intelligent controller, two
motion sensors with built-in dusk sensor, 4 roll strips of LEDs and a modular power supply MEANWELL / DELTA Stabilizing
system voltage (12V).

Illumination can be active all evening and night or light up only when it is Necessary because someone just use the stairs. It
does not matter Whether enters, or down, because the LEDs light up in both directions mountain down. At RESPOND
appropriately is allow motion sensors and advanced driver settings. A collaboration of the whole set forms a strip arranged by
copyright designs, minimalist, or in every nook and cranny, due to the Possibility of Their precise and permanent installations.

This product has additional options:
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Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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